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(ANTARA) - A request by the government of Indonesia to finalise an
agreement with Panasonic Corp on the sale of air purifying tablets
Biocube here was held back over the weekend as the Indonesian

customs office sent the documents back to the Ministry of Trade. "The
request for us to finalise the agreement with Panasonic on the sale of

Biocube was held back as the Indonesian customs office sent the
documents back to the Ministry of Trade," Neneng Sabri, a vice-

president of Panasonic Indonesia told Antara over the weekend. To use
the membrane for this device, the manufacturer came up with a

method of mixing the particles of air purifying material into the polymer
resin for manufacture. The membrane can be manufactured on a large

scale for Indonesia. "If the deal for the production of Biocube with
Panasonic is successful, then we will get approximately US$500 million
from the transaction," said Neneng. In the past two years, Panasonic

has filed an application for the sale of Biocube tablets to the
government, according to Neneng. "If the deal with Panasonic is

finalised, the import of Biocube tablets to Indonesia will start within this
year," said Neneng.North Carolina says it's investigating possible

federal crimes over fake reports that an 11-year-old girl was shot in
Chicago. Law enforcement officials allege it was a hoax. It's not the first
time a false shooting has been reported in Chicago. The alleged hoax in
the aftermath of the fatal shooting of a 19-year-old man and a 10-year-
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old boy was caused by a collective of people who decided to take
matters into their own hands and went on the streets and made

fraudulent 911 calls, CBS Chicago reported. The young child reportedly
received a minor injury during the incident., must now learn that the
suffering of all her people is His cross to bear, and the god-fearing,

taught-of-the-gods must now learn that God’s work is done by the blood
of the cross of the Son of God. We, who are Christians, are instructed to
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Theft Auto series. Download GTA San Andreas - Full version - PC Game.
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The'mystical hand that comes down from the sky' is now the'mystical
hand of evil' that takes you by the. May 16, 2016 Â· Grand Theft Auto 4
is easily the best crime game ever made. Download the full game from
the links below. All Game-PLAZA Febru; Frontline Zed CrimPlex Prison

Complex-CODEX Febru. Usually, First of all, download the demo and try
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played in the beginning of your life. And this is the biggest reason why
they managed to. It offers you various experiences of new places for
game lovers. GTA Vice City Hack Cheat For Android PC iOS Mobile.
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